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Abstract
Governmental establishments are maintaining historical data for job applicants for
future analysis of predication, improvement of benefits, profits, and development of
organizations and institutions. In e-government, a decision can be made about job
seekers after mining in their information that will lead to a beneficial insight. This
paper proposes the development and implementation of an applicant's appropriate
job prediction system to suit his or her skills using web content classification
algorithms (Logit Boost, j48, PART, Hoeffding Tree, Naive Bayes). Furthermore,
the results of the classification algorithms are compared based on data sets called
"job classification data" sets. Experimental results indicated that the algorithm j48
had the highest precision (94.80%) compared to other algorithms for the
aforementioned dataset.
Keywords: Data Mining, Web Mining, Web Content Mining, prediction,
classification algorithms
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الخالصة
تحتفظ المؤسدات الحكؽمية بالبيانات التاريخية لممتقدميؼ لمؽظائف مؼ أجل التحميل المدتقبمي لمتنبؤ
 يمكؼ اتخاذ قرار بذأن،  في الحكؽمة اإللكترونية.وتحديؼ الفؽائد واألرباح وتطؽير المنعمات والمؤسدات
 تقترح ىذه الؽرقة تطؽير وتنفذ نعام.الباحثيؼ عؼ عمل بعد التنقيب في معمؽماتيػ مما يؤدي إلى رؤية مفيدة
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 أشارت النتائج التجريبية. "بناء عمى مجمؽعات بيانات تدمى "بيانات ترنيف الؽظيفة
ً خؽارزميات الترنيف
.) مقارنة بالخؽارزميات األخرى لمجمؽعة البيانات المذكؽرة٪04.49(  ) لدييا أعمى دقةj48 ) إلى ان

1. Introduction
E-government is one of the most suitable data mining applications, as the e-government field is
very easy to harmonize data extraction conditions, affluent information, and more common data for
automatically generated data. The data mining result is automatically adjusted to the actions of the
government, while policy-derived mining policies can be measured on time [1]. Applications for data
mining are used in various government applications, such as social insurance [2], employee
performance forecast [3], unemployment rate forecast, decision-making strategies [4], and tax
inconsistencies [5]. In particular, extensive training of data mining strategies is split into two
methodologies.
First, the unsupervised learning, which is a methodology used to train unlabelled data, where
learning of this type is carried out without feedback from the trainer. This may be important in
exploring the basic data structure, compression, clustering, data representation, or size reduction. The
most popular algorithms are the self-organizing map and k-means clustering [6, 7].
Second, the supervised learning, which requires prior knowledge of all class groups, as it includes
generalizing from specific samples to invisible samples based on training data [8]. There are two types
of supervised learning methodologies, namely the regression (continuous data) and classification
(discrete data) [9, 10]. The most common learning algorithms of this type are the Neural Networks, K
Nearest Neighbour, and Decision Trees. One application of data mining is the web mining systems [11]
that are utilized to mine helpful data from the Web [12]. Web mining refers to the comprehensive
process of discovering useful and possibly unknown information from the web data beforehand. Web
mining is used to capture relevant information and create new knowledge from relevant data, such as
information allocation about consumers or individual users and many more [13]. Web mining uses
data mining techniques to detect automatically the extraction of World Wide Web Information [14].
Web mining is largely divisible into three categories [15, 16], namely Web Structure Mining, Web
Usage Mining, and Web Content Mining
Web Usage Mining describes the process of extracting beneficial information from user access
patterns [17]. Web Structure Mining is a tool for identifying authoritative pages [18]. Web Content
Mining aims at extracting valuable information from web document contents. It corresponds content
data with a set of facts that are conveyed to users by a web page [19, 20]. The process of revealing
knowledge of hidden and potentially useful information from the Web is the original concern of each
group of Web Mining, but they concentrate on specific data mining elements [21]. There are two
important common tasks in Web Mining, through which useful information can be extracted, which
are the clustering and the classification [16]. Classification means predicting a specific outcome based
on particular data [22]. The training set is processed via the algorithms to predict the outcome. This set
contains a set of related attributes and outcomes, usually referred to as a predictive feature or objective.
The algorithm attempts to recognize relationships among attributes that could make the outcome
predictable. Next, a set of data that was not seen before it was given to the algorithm, known as the set
of predictions, which includes the same set of attributes irrespective of the predictive feature that is not
yet identified. The algorithm must generate a prediction that tis analyzed by the algorithm. The
algorithm's effectiveness is determined by the prediction precision [23].
2. Problem Statement
Online job sites are one of the most popular means of finding suitable candidates for both job
applicants and human resources (HR) professionals. Many job seekers resort to vacancy
announcements, review job descriptions, and then determine what is appropriate for their level of
experience that they have identified in their CV, as vacancies are available to everyone with huge
amounts of data and validation measures. Many obstacles that face job applicants and employment
systems were previously identified [24, 25], and several examples seem to have more importance;
First, job seekers cannot find the right job for their skills, or they are unable to analyse job
requirements. Second, in the traditional pattern, many recruitment systems use non-adaptive matching
algorithms that are unable to simplify the recruitment process and implement it efficiently. Third,
using machine learning methods for job applicants requires data extraction, processing, conversion,
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and other costly operations. Additionally, high-dimensional, inappropriate, and repetitive datasets may
adversely affect knowledge discovery during the training phase, in addition to undermining the
accuracy of machine learning performance.
All of these factors may affect the accuracy of the performance of the systems proposed in many
previous studies using classification techniques. Therefore, the proposed system here uses a global
dataset to eliminate the aforementioned problems and improve the system's accuracy in classification.
3. The Objective of the Research
The main purpose of the proposed system is to create an automated system for job applicants, called
decision support job system (DSJS) that can be easily integrated into a typical job database
management system. The DSJS reduces the applicants' time and effort to find the job they want in a
way that suits their skills. This program would be built to boost job service in two government
domains: Government-to-Citizen (G2C) or Government-to-Business (G2B). The classification
mechanism is integrated into the system and the application interface is easy to use by the HR staff,
even if they do not have a basic understanding of prediction methods.
4. The Suggested System
The proposed system carries out the task of the classification of the correct work for job seekers by
evaluating historical training cases for job seekers and those who are already enrolled. Once job
seekers apply for a job, it is important to predict what is suitable for all applicants. Performance
prediction is therefore not only necessary, but it is also important to achieve it most efficiently. In the
following subsections, the whole system is described by viewing its structure and modules task.
4.1. The DSJS Definition
The main design of the proposed system focuses on providing prompt and accurate advice to job
seekers, with a decision-making system in place for the HR, which provides job seekers with
vacancies based on their DSJS experience and skills, as well as tracking the client's status until he/she
is nominated for the job. The DSJS system may be used to improve the employment service provided
to citizens by the e-government. The proposed system is as user friendly as possible.
4.2. The Structure of the Proposed System
The structure of the proposed DSJS is explained in Figure-1. It consists of three main layers (client
layer, cloud layer, DSS layer), each of which is explained as follows.
4.2.1 The Client Layer
The client layer's first step is the graphical user interface ( GUI), which may also be called the
Display. It can be presented to the client and acts as an entry point for the proposed system, also to
provide the end client with the required command and functions. In the client’s side, the layer needs to
insert personal client informationand image and send this information to the cloud layer by the TCP
protocol. The cloud layer stores the information in a reliable manner and sends the predicted job back
to the client layer. The client layer saves the user information (register, login) in the database. The
DSJS system uses the TCP protocol to send data to ensure the delivery of this data to its destination.
Since that protocol, a connection-oriented protocol must use unicast addresses as a delivery type to
connect before exchanging data. The TCP protocol offers certain features, such as flow management,
error correction, and stability, on both the network layer and server layer. Most developers, therefore,
use this protocol in their applications to provide data from a process to another. The TCP protocol is
regarded as a link-oriented protocol, acting by defining the relation between the source and the
destination before any data is sent. TCP separates data into a series of segments and reassigns data to
the destination-side. Every portion of the missing data or error received will be retransmitted again,
which is why the data section (e.g. customer information) was copied before it was sent to prevent
errors.
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Figure 1- Block Diagram of the Proposed DSJS System
4.2.2 The Cloud Layer
The second and most important part of the DSJS system is the cloud layer which effectively
manages and processes the data. The cloud layer is designed to perform several functions, such as
collecting data from the client layer that contains client information and image and efficiently storing
it in the databaseas well asclassifying client information using the classification algorithm (j48). This
algorithm accomplished a highest accuracy in Recruitment model [26], predicted the appropriate job
for the client, based on the client experiences reported in the DSJS system, and sent the predicted job
for the client to the client layer. This also sends data to the DSS layer, including the rank for each
customer, to select the best of applicants.
4.2.3 The DSS Layer
The layer of decision support system is the third component of the DSJS structure and is known as
the DSS layer. This layer includes a human resource compoonent, that plays a central role in assessing
workforce needs for any business, agency, or department of government, recruiting new employees
and hiring well-qualified candidates. Thus, a DSJS program is proposed to assist human resources in
choosing the best candidates for work. This relies on the applicant's features for the position recorded
in the program, such that the values of these features are obtained for each candidate. Also, the
candidate is granted a different rank and a higher preference, depending on the amount of human
resources vacancies available in the e-government. A higher selection will be made rank from
applicants for the job.
5. The Proposed DSJS Workflow
The first stage is to get the required data set. The methodology is applied to a dataset that contains
information about job applicants. The DSJS workflow is explained in Figure-2.
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Figure 2- The Proposed DSJS Workflow
5.1. Dataset Collection and Description
The proposed DSJS incorporates data sets from the database (www. kaggle.com), including job
classification data sets. Collected on January 7, 2017, it is a compilation of data that includes some
information about requirements for the work category.
5.1.1. Data set per-processing
This study explores 66 cases for practical purposes from the dataset. At this stage, the discrepancies
in data collection have been removed, and only eight distinct groups are selected from the dataset
(degree of payment, education level, experience, institution impact, problem-solving, supervision,
communication level, budget). This dataset is numeric and can be used directly by classification
algorithms.
5.2. Cross-Vaildation
The dataset is divided into training and test sets, using one of the cross-validation techniques (kfold validation). The training data is fed into a learning algorithm to train a model. The training data
labels (i.e. unseen data) are estimated depending on the model being trained. The evaluation is
performed, in which the number of false predictions is calculated, using test data to estimate the
accuracy of the model. There are four methods used in cross-validation, which include K-fold crossvalidation, bootstrap method, leave one out cross-validation, and hold out simple validation. The most
common validation strategy used in the proposed system is the k-fold cross-validation. This is due to
its simplicity and it generally leads to a less biased or less optimistic estimate of model skill than other
methods, such as the train division simple testing, where the DSJS program uses (k=10), splits the data
set into 10 subgroups, and executes the holdout process as 10 times. In each time, a sub-group 10 is
used as a test group and another sub-group 9 constitutes a training group. Then, the mean error is
determined for all k experiment.
6. The Experment Results
In this work, the most accurate classifier used in the classification-based DSJS is evaluated. For the
implementation of this DSJS program used with the classification algorithms above, one metric was
measured. Its precision is used to calculate classification accuracy. Precision shows the quantity of
correct (true positive) classification as compared to the total number of classifications (false positives
and true positives). Precision is a measure of accuracy that defines the portion of relevant elements
recovered from all recovered items. The recision can be calculated in the following Eq.(1):
precision = TP/(TP+FP)
(1)
where : TP = True positive rate
FP = False positive rate
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Table1 shows the results of classification algorithms (j48, Hoeffding tree, part, logit Boost,Naive
Bayes ) based on a precision measure
Table1- A comparative analysis of different algorithms based on precision
sequences
Classifier
Precision%
1
J48
94.80
2
PART
87.87
3
Hoeffding tree
86.06
4
Logit Boost
82.73
5
Naive Bayes
68.50
As shown in Table1, the j48 algorithm displays the highest precision rate (94.80 percent), i.e. this
algorithm is more efficient in terms of this measure than all the other algorithms Thus. it was selected
to perform the DSJS system.
7. Designing the GUI of the Proposed DSJS
The experiments of the proposed DSJS system are developed based on java under NetBeans
IDE.8.0.2 and Oracle under the SQL developer, which is implemented on the Intel Corei7 machine,
2.00 GHz CPU, and 8 GB of RAM with the 64-bit operating system. NetBeans is utilized for the client
layer, cloud layer, and the DSS layer, while Oracle is used to create tables to store all data in the
current system. The main interface of the proposed system can be shown in Figure-3:

Figure 3- The Interface of the Proposed System
After the client layer in NetBeans starts working, a wireless network can be used to connect it with
the cloud layer, which should see the results after doing testing. The client inserts the information and
image after the “login” process. When the implementation of the client program begins, it creates a
window containing the client information that consists of two phases. The first stage consists of first
name, father's name, last name, age, contact, address, university, department and, graduation year, and
the image (after clicking on the browse button to choose the image from the computer client), as
shown in Figure-4.
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Figure 4- Window1 of Information Client
In the second stage, a client completes sending ]the remaining information, such as pay grade,
education level, experiences, organizational impact, problem-solving, supervision, contact level,
financial budget) and clicks on the “Send “ button to send the client information to the cloud system
via the network, as shown in Figure-5.

Figure 5- Window2 of Information Client
After sending the data to the cloud layer, it saves the data in the database and runs the cloud layer
server classifier program which predicts the client's proper job according to his qualifications and
creates a message and sends it to the client layer, as shown in Figure-6.
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Figure 6-Cloud System Message
After that, the client gets the message, clicks on the read button to see the work specifics sent to
him/her by the cloud layer via the network (TCP/IP) protocol, as seen in Figure-7.

Figure7- The Client Job Details
If the client accepts the job, the client must click on the submit button, the cloud layer will display
the data in the cloud layer windows with the predicted job, as shown in Figure-8.
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Figure 8- The Window of the Cloud System
Furthermore, the cloud layer sends the client data to the Oracle. An example of the database is
shown in Figure-9 where the table is created to store data there. An administrator can access this
database only to ensure that the information is kept confidential and not manipulated.

Figure 9- Stored Data in Oracle Database
Finally, the cloud layer sends a copy of the data to the DSS layer for decision-making. The human
resource in the DSS system will click on the filter button to select the highest-ranking among
applicants and nominating them for the job. The DSS system views the result at the DSS windows, as
shown in Figure-10.
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Figure10- The Window of the DSS System
8. Conclusions
This paper conceived and introduced an e-job search system for evaluating the achievement of job
candidates efficiently and reliably in academia for e- government . The proposed structure of the
system, as well as the working flow, were provided. This also determines the algorithm's selective
procedures performed during the prediction process for choosing the best predictive tool. The accuracy
evaluation wass explained among the web content mining classification algorthims used, which
showed that j48 classifier has the highest performance among the other classifiers (logit boost ,
PART, Naive Bayes, Hoeffding tree).
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